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Nikhil Jain Says:  
In my early phase of life, in school time only, I was fascinated by electronics and electrical machines and 

watching my dad doing that engineering stuff at home, I decided finally to become an Engineer and that 

to in Electronics stream. After few discussions and coming to know about the good reputation of 

KKWCoE, the day came when I took admission to this college in July 1992.27 July 1992 was the first 

day of my Engineering in KKWCoE. By the end of first week itself, I became sure that my decision of 

taking admission to KKWCoE was right. I met few classmates, who became my good friends for life, all 

the teachers, who became the lighthouse for my future life and the college itself which provided all the 

required facilities and ingredients for me to become Successful Engineer and a good human being. The 

college staff, teachers, Labs everything was available and ready to solve any queries I had. Whenever I 

wanted to see a concept working, I could use the labs, take help of teachers and get the concept deep 

rooted in mind, which cannot be forgotten. This helped me a lot in my early phase of career as a R&D 

Engineer in Siemens LTD. The opportunity of facing the campus interview of Siemens and getting 

selected there also came from KKWCoE and I was fortunate to get selected for a job I always dreamt of. 

R& D in Electronic Field and that too in a Multinational like Siemens. What else I could have asked 

for…. Today I am working in Siemens LTD. Nashik, as a Chief Manager in Product Development 

Department, nearing about 22 years since I joined, but whenever I have to look back, I always find my 

college, my teachers and my friends from Engineering college standing behind me, motivating me to do 

further better in life and career, I would like to sincerely thank, all the teachers, staff and Management of 

KKWCoE for helping me achieve my dreams as an engineer and a good life. 

 


